
Fitting Instructions for Mann Provent 200 Catch Can Kit 
This kit is for the All NEW Toyota Fortuner and Hilux (2016) with engs. GUN-126-r EGR

Step 3 / Img 1: Step 4 / Img 2: Step 5 / Img 3: (Img 4. next page) 

STEP 1:   Ensure engine is off and cool.    

STEP 2:  Remove engine cover, 2 nuts and unclip.

STEP 3:  Identify grey hose from the top of the crankcase on the drivers side 
   and remove from outlet and re-route (img1).

STEP 4:  Remove Aircleaner mounting bolt as in picture (img2).

STEP 5:  Install drain hose as shown, ensuring the hose runs through 
   the brake line like picture and feed through behind rubber inner 
   guard and on the outside of the chassis rail (img3 & img4).
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STEP 6:  Install the drain hose on to the drain point of the Provent unit and tighten clamp (img5). 
  Cable tie the drain hose to cross member chassis point as shown. 
  Ensure the drain tap is in the horizontal ** CLOSED ** position !!! 

STEP 7:  Locate unused bolt on brake booster and attach stainless Provent bracket & fit as shown in picture, 
nut and washer supplied in kit for the brake booster mount and re-fit the aircleaner mounting bolt and 
tighten (img6 & 7). 

STEP 8:  Connect the original grey hose to the lower fitting on the Provent 200 unit & tighten hose clamp (img8).

STEP 9:  Fit the supplied long silicone hose to the Provent and then bend around and fit to the outlet at the top 
of the Crankcase, tighten hose clamps (img9).

STEP 10:  Re-install the engine cover and job done.
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